WHAT IS STEP?

The Support Team for Education Partnership (STEP) goal is to continue to improve the continuum of behavioral health services ranging from prevention and at-risk services to intensive treatment options to best serve our students. STEP aims to ensure wellness for all youth and families by identifying drivers of behavioral issues early and connecting children and families to appropriate resources to result in reduced missed instructional time and prevent children going into crisis.

MEET THE TEAM

Ms. Anderson, STEP Coordinator
267-668-7957 OR MANDERSON5@PHILASD.ORG

Ms. Young, STEP School Behavior Consultant
267-592-7314 OR TDYOUNG@PHILASD.ORG

Mr. Jamaine, STEP Case Manager
267-401-4170 OR JRLESLIE@PHILASD.ORG

Mr. Mobley, Family Peer Specialist
215-571-9428 OR KMObLEY@PHILASD.ORG